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IMPLEMENTABILITY OF IN-HOUSE DEVELOPED VS.
APPLICATION PACKAGE BASED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Juhani Iivari
Institute of Information Processing Science

University of Oulu

ABSTRACT

Even though in-house development and the use of application packages form two major
strategies for developing information systems, there is practically no research into the
comparative implementability of information systems developed according to these strate-
gies. The paper suggests that the level of originality of information systems can be used as
a theoretical concept underlying the dichotomy of in-house development vs. application
packages, and puts forward a set of hypotheses regarding the influence of the level of
originality on the implementability of information systems. The hypotheses form the
theoretical basis for a comparison of the two types of information system development in
terms of implementability, and clearly support Lynch's finding (Lynch, 1984) that the
implementation of application packages is more difficult than one might initially expect.

INTRODUCTION (1981), for instance, does not explicitly recog-
nize this dimension as a potential factor ex-
plaining the implementability of information

There has been a growing trend towards the use systems. The question has been clearly recog-
of generalized application packages in IS nized by Lynch, however, in his article on hid-
development, largely due to the fact that in- den costs and new challenges of implementing
house development has turned out to be costly package application software (Lynch, 1984), his
and risky in terms of development costs and study being based on the experience of im-
schedules and the quality of the resulting sys- plementing basic financial software packages in
tems. Even though application generators and two client organizations. He concludes that even
fourth generation languages can be expected to though "...implementation of an application
alter the balance between in-house development package may be cheaper, easier and faster than
and the use of application packages, it is obvious custom development of the same application;
that the above trend will continue in the near however it will probably still be slower, more
future. difficult and more expensive than one might in-

itially expect" (p. 234).
Irrespective of this, there is, to the author's
knowledge, practically no comparative research More indirectly, there are a number of studies,
available concerning the implementability of in-
house developed vs. application package based case studies in particular, dealing with the im-

information systems. The monograph of Lucas plementation of either in-house developed or ap-
plication package based information systems,
studies which may highlight features potentially
specific to these two types of information sys-
tem. Kole (1983), for example, suggests a non-

1This work was supponed by the Academy of Finland developmental strategy for implementing stan-
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dardized application package based information tegy that it "delays the installation of the system
systems and illustrates the potential value of the but significantly eases its institutionalization."
proposed strategy in the case of three com- They also emphasize that in the case of common
panies. Company A followed the proposed non- systems there are often unrealistic expectations
developmental strategy, Company B did so par- about the necessary degree of local adaptation.
tially, and Company C decided to develop its
own software without any well-defined implem- There are, however, situational factors whichentation strategy. The results indicated that may explain the differences in the conclusionsCompany A achieved more rapid implementa- reached in these studies. First, Keen's studytion and earlier use of its systems than B or C, concerns a common system developed centrally
and that the progress of company C was the for worldwide implementation within one bank-slowest. ing organization. It may be that this system can-

not be regarded as a typical application package,
We have the impression that there is a common- and due to the international scope of the im-
sense belief that application package based in- plementati6n cultural, legislative differences,
formation systems are easier to implement than etc., are obviously more important than in im-
in-house developed systems. It should be ob- plementation within one country, as in Kole's
served, however, that the results are not very study. Furthermore, Kole's study is explicitly
conclusive in this respect. Lynch's study ( 1984) limited to small organizations, whereas in that
itself does not include any comparative data on of Keen the local units obviously varied con-
this score, and Kole (1983) regards his own re- siderably in size. In fact, Keen, et al., remark
sults as examples rather than scientific tests. that the "parachuting strategy" associated withFurthermore, Kole's main interest lies in the the crash pace had been successful in the case of
non-developmental implementation strategy, four countries with relatively small local units
and since Company C did not apply any well- and with little or no earlier use of computers.
defined implementation strategy it is difficult to
conclude whether the implementation problems Even these studies, and particularly the cases ofwere because of the lack of an implementation obvious implementation failures with applica-
strategy or due to the policy of in-house develop- tion package based information systems, in-nnent. dicate that the implementation of the applica-

tion packages is by no means unproblematical.
There are also certain contradictions, at least be- Lynch (1984) reports problems such as con-tween the lines, in the concrete recommen- fusion as to which functions the application
dations concerning the implementation of ap- packages can support and how the packages
plication package based information systems. carry out the functions they support, limitations
Kole emphasizes prompt transition to produc- on changing the packages, problems in the tech-
tive use of the standardized systems with min- nical quality of the packages, and problems with
imal tailoring, whereas Lynch seems to be quite vendor support. It should be observed, however,
skeptical about quick implementation due to the that his cases were based on "off the shelf" im-
steep learning curve required. Furthermore, he plementation of the packages. We see that this
emphasizes that it was not possible to imple- idea is fallacious (cf. Part 2), and consequently
ment all aspects of the packages in the required we suspect that the problems encountered were
time and is worried by how much was lost in partly because of that misleading concept rather
overall organizational efficiency due to the tight than inherent in the characteristics of an ap-
implementation schedule. plication package.

Keen, et al., (1982), in their study on im- Markus' excellent case of implementing a finan-
plementing a common system in an inter- cial accounting package is a good example of the
national bank, also came to quite a different problems in a more severe sense leading to an
conclusion from Kole. They distinguish a crash implementation process which obviously cannot
strategy in which "the priority was to get the be considered successful (Markus, 1979, 1983).
technical system up and running as quickly as Dutton and Kraemer (1983), reporting on the
possible and then to deal with training and or- implementation of packages for fiscal impact
ganizational problems," and the 'filter strategy' analysis in local governments, also suggest that
which "adjusts the pace of development to the even though the computerized models were ap-
organization's ability to assimilate the change," propriate "technical" solutions to the problems
and also remark in the context of the latter stra- of fiscal impact analysis in local government,
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few had adopted such models and even fewer spective on information systems (Iivari, 1986b).
had incorporated them into their ongoing plan- Information systems are interpreted as special
ning processes. Finally, Gross and Ginzberg types of innovations in the adopting host organ-
(1984) give a ranked list of 38 problems viewed izations. The term 'innovation' is used here in
as barriers to the adoption (purchase and the general sense of "something new to the
implementation) of application software pack- adopting organization" (Pelz and Munson, 1982)
ages. The ranking was based on interviews with or "any idea, practice, or material artifact per-
55 respondents. The paper of Gross and ceived to be new by the relevant unit of
Ginzberg does not deal specifically with the im- adoption" (Zaltman, Duncan and Holbek, 1973).
plementation of packages in the sense of their An innovation is not stipulated to be something
institutionalization, however, and it is sig- new to the field, but its newness is the percep-
nificant that practically none of the 38 problems tion of the social unit adopting it (Zaltman, et
is specifically related to this aspect. al, 1973). This generality means that many, if

not most, IS development processes can be
The purpose of this paper is to open the discus- regarded as innovation processes, and con-
sion in more theoretical terms on the important sequently results concerning the implementation

theme of the implementability of in-house of innovations may be of value within IS im-

developed vs. application package based infor- plementation research, too.
mation systems and to put forward a set of
hypotheses. A descriptive model for the im- The descriptive model developed and explained
plementability of information systems based on by Iivari (1986b) recognizes four characteristics
the author's earlier work (Iivari, 1986b) is first of information systems, complexity, radicalness,
briefly introduced. Concrete hypotheses con- originality and divisibility. These concepts are
cerning the comparative implementability of explained in more detail below, but before that
these two types of information system are then we put forward in the next section an hierar-
put forward, and summarized. chial metamodel for an information system as a

necessary conceptual prerequisite for defining
the characteristics of information systems men-
tioned above. We then concentrate on the
dimension 'originality' which can be regarded as
a theoretical construct covering the dimension
of in-house development vs. application pack-
ages. Finally, a "causal" model for the impact Of
the four characteristics of information systems
upon the implementability of information sys-

DESCRIPTIVE MODEL FOR THE tems is briefly introduced.
IMPLEMENTABILITY OF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In accordance with the author's earlier article
(Iivari, 1985) IS implementation is interpreted
in this paper in the sense of organizational im- A Hierarchical Metamodel for an
plementation or institutionalization, and as a Information Systemphase succeeding the design phase. IS implem-
entation success is defined as a decreasing func-
tion of the costs of producing a state in which a There is increasing agreement about the useful-
model component for the information system is ness of distinguishing three major levels of
transformed into a compatible real system modeling in IS development (cf. Falkenberg, et.
which is institutionalized in the host organiza- al.,1983; Iivari, 1986a).
tion. The term 'implementability' is used to
describe the ease or difficulty of implementa- - Level A defines the organizational
tion. context of the information system to

be developed
The descriptive model for the implementability
of information systems to be employed in this - Level B defines the conceptual/info-
paper is based on an innovation research per- logical specification of the infor-
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mation system Four Characteristics of an
Information System

- Level C defines the technical/data-
logical structure of the information The textbook on innovations by Zaltman, et al.,
systern (1973) includes an extensive discussion of the

characteristics of innovations "believed to in-
The terms infological and datalogical are used in fluence their acceptance by organizations." We
the sense of Langefors (1974), and the levels cor- suggested earlier that these characteristics can
respond quite closely to the systeological, info- be organized into six categories: characteristics
logical and datalogical perspectives as defined of the innovation (e.g. complexity), characterist-
by Welke (1977). In the PIOCO model (Iivari, ics of the adopting organization (e.g. degree of
1983) these levels correspond to the pragmatic commitment), characteristics related to the
(P), input-output (I/0) and constructive- innovation/adopting organization fit (e.g.
operative (C/0) metamodels for an information compatibility), characteristics related to the ac-
system. The P model is defined as a restricted tual impact and costs of innovations (e.g.
planned change in the host organization. The efficiency), characteristics related to the asses-
change may concern both systemized (formal) sability of innovations (e.g. demonstrability) and
and unsystemized (informal) information sys- characteristics related to the expected impact
tems, as well as other structural factors such as and costs of innovations (e.g. risk and
staffing, organizational arrangements, working uncertainty). In the descriptive causal model
procedures, technological arrangements, etc. developed by the author (Iivari, 1986b), we con-

centrated on the immediate characteristics of in-
The 1/0 model defines the primary information novations, including their complexity, radical-

and its processing rules at the infological level ness, originality and divisibility, since these
and the user-information system interaction, characteristics are the most controllable and
and consists of four major components: the ob- basic from the viewpoint of IS implementation
ject system model defining the conceptual model management, and at the same time quite
for the UoD underlying the information system, general, providing good prospects for transfer-
the information model specifying the infor- ring the results achieved within innovation
mation types to be included in the system, the research into our area of IS implementation.
information process model defining the deriva- The remaining categories are still taken into ac-
tion rules. and the interaction model specifying count, however, even though not as central con-
the interaction between the information system stituents of the model as are these four factors.
and its input and output users.

Table 1 characterizes the complexity, radical-
The C/O model determines the primary data ness and originality of information systems at
and their processing rules at the datalogical the three levels of modeling. The divisibility
level, the secondary data and their processing dimension is omitted, since it does not affect IS
rules related to the control and supporting activ- implementability "directly," but only through
ities included in the information system, and the

reduced complexity, radicalness and originality.

technical organization of the system. It similarly
consists of four major components: the data Complexity is interpreted in Table 1 in terms of
model defining the files and databases and their systems theory to refer to the number and
technical structure, the data process model variety of elements and their interconnections in
defining the programs and their structure, a a system. Applying this general concept, the
control and supporting action model specifying three complexity concepts are outlined in terms
the security controls to be included in the sys- of the corresponding (systems) models for an in-
tem, for example, and the (technical) organiz- formation system. The purpose of using these
ation model specifying the human, software and three concepts is merely to express their main
hardware resources to be used in the technical ideas without suggesting any exact measures,
implementation of the information system. and their explanations are therefore allowed to

include references to more detailed complexity
measures, e.g. the complexity of the derivation

In the following section we apply these charac- rules (see level B). In the case of these detailed
terizations of the levels A, B and C to the task of complexity measures we refer the reader to the
defining the complexity, radicalness, originality existing literature on software complexity (see
and divisibility of information systems. Curtis, 1981; Belady, 1981; for summaries).
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Table 1: Levels of Modeling vs. Characteristics of Information Systems

Complexity Radicalness Originality

Level A How complex is the How different are the Are the new
-organizational organizational new organizational organizational
level change? Number of structure and practice structure and practice

organizational levels, perceived to be? borrowed, adapted or
units and members originated?
directly affected by - imitation
the change ' of existing

systems as
models
and ideas

Level B How complex is the How different is the ls the infological/
-infological/ infological/ infological/ conceptual model
conceptual conceptual model? conceptual model borrowed, adapted or
level Number of entity and perceived to be? originated?

association types. - imitation
event and transaction of existing
types. reports and systems as
query types, and models
number and and ideas
complexity of - re-use of
derivation rules and software
dialogues?

Level C How complex is the How different is the Is the datalogical/
-datalogical/ datalogical/technical datalogical/technical technical model
technical level model? Number and model perceived to borrowed, adapted or

complexity of be? originated?
programs, databases - imitation ·
(files), access control, of existing
and the extent and systems as
heterogeneity of the models
software and and ideas
hardware - re-use of
environment software
(operating systems,
DBMSs, computer
systems,
communication
networks, etc.)

Even though there are obviously no naturally ceived amount of change in the system at each
correct measures for the complexity of an infor- level of abstraction (cf. Zaltman, et al., 1973).
mation system at the three levels of abstraction, At the organizational level the information sys-
the complexity can still be interpreted in quite tem may imply or be related to a change in
formal terms. In contrast, radicalness is largely working conditions which is regarded as a radi-
a perceptual measure which describes the per- cal change (by the workers, for instance), while
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at the infological/conceptual level the change forms of tailoring on a continuum describing its
from an off-line mode of interaction to online difficulty. In the simplest case the tailoring can
interactive use may be perceived as a radical be done by fixing a set of control parameters; in
change by the users, and at the datalogical/- a more demanding case some additional soft-
technical leveI the change from a centralized to ware is required for the application package,
a distributed database may also be considered a which otherwise can be installed without any
radical change. changes; and in the most problematic cases the

application package and its data definitions and
The third characteristic, originality, is based on programs must all be changed (Kole, 1983;
the proposal of Pelz and Munson, who define it keen. et al.. 1982). We are not interested in
as a more-or-less continuous scale which can be these technical options here, but we do wish to
described by three values. When an organiza- point out that the tailoring can concern purely
tion develops its own first-time solution without technical aspects of the system taking place at
any precedent for doing so, the innovation takes level C (aiming at converting the package into
place at the level of origination. When there are one appropriate for a specific computer environ-
precedents which are modified to fit the situa- ment or tuning the performance of the package)
tion of the applying organization, the innovation or at level B (implying changes in reports, deri-
takes place at the level of adaptation. And vation rules, interaction techniques). Tailoring
finally, when the organization copies earlier at level B naturally implies a certain tailoring at
well developed solutions, there is borrowing the level C.
(Pelz and Munson, 1982). It should be observed,
however, that some parts in a given innovation The hierarchical metamodel for an information
may be borrowed, some adopted and some system introduced above also suggests that infor-
originated. mation systems always have a specific organiz-

ational role and context in the sense of level A,
Originality forms an important characteristic in irrespective of whether this is consciously
the case of information systems in particular, designed or is implicitly taken for granted by
since pre-existing solutions may be used in two meshing the system into existing organizational

senses. Firstly, existing solutions may provide structures (Robey, 1983). There are good reasons
models and ideas which may be imitated at all for believing that this role should be consciously
three levels of abstraction either directly designed and considered, even though such con-
(through borrowing) or tailoring to the specific sideration might lead to preservation of the ex-
needs of the adopting organization (adaptation). isting structures (Bostrom and Heinen, 1977;
Secondly, originality also covers the potential re- Robey, 1983). One of these reasons is the fact
use of existing systems or software in a concrete that information systems are not solely or
sense. Consequently, originality also includes primarily technical systems (level C), but are
the problem of whether to use existing applica- also organizational/social (level A) and closely
tion packages or whether to develop the system related linguistic/communication systems (level
in-house (Davis and Olson, 1984). We shall B). This means that information systems should
return to this subject in the following section. not be regarded as commodities which can be

bought or acquired from outside markets, like
application packages, but rather as organic parts
of the host organization requiring conscious
design at the organizational level (level A), even

In-house Development, Application in the case of application package based infor-
Packages and the Originality of mation systems. Organizational redesigning can

Information Systems also be used to reduce the need for package
tailoring, as Gross and Ginzberg suggest (1984).

We have used the phrases 'in-house developed'
and 'application package based' as if there were We have thus far put forward two reasons for
a dichotomous situation. In practice, a con- insisting that the everyday way of opposing in-
tinuum tends to exist, since application pack- house developed systems to application packages
ages usually require some tailoring, which was is misleading due to the implicit dichotomy in-
found by Gross and Ginzberg to be the most volved which suggests that they must be
critical problem area in application software mutually exclusive alternatives. The first
adoption (Gross and Ginzberg, 1984). In the reason, the need for tailoring application pack-
technical sense one can distinguish different ages, is generally recognized, but the second, the
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need for conscious design of the organizational THE CAUSAL MODEL
role and context of the information system, is
often neglected, obviously because of the narrow
image of the concept of information system, The causal model expressing a set of hypotheses
covering only levels B and C. concerning the implementability of information

systems, as developed by the author (Iivari,
1986b), is based on two major references, Hage's

Nevertheless, we have used these misleading theory of radical innovations (Hage, 1980) and
everyday expressions throughout our paper and on Peltz and Munson's ideas concerning the
even in its title. Our reason is that they are very originality of innovations (Pelz and Munson,
common and established phrases in practice, 1982). The model is depicted in Figure 1.
and may be quite useful in everyday conver-
sation. But in a more scientific discussion they
should obviously be replaced by a more theoreti- The dotted arrow between complexity and radi-
cal concept. We suggest that this could be calness reminds us of the close relationship be-
phrased in terms of the level of originality, in- tween these two concepts. And the arrow from
terpreted as a continuum, rather than as a dis- radicalness to originality denotes that the origin-
crete three point scale as above (Pelz and Mun- ality level of highly radical information systems

son, 1982). is by necessity high. The negative arrows from
divisibility to complexity, radicalness and
originality reflect the fact that divisibility makes

The originality dimension characterized in it possible to reduce these three qualities by
Table 1 is a more general concept than the con- decomposing the information system.
tinuum underlying the dichotomy of in-house
development vs. application packages, but it
recognizes the two forms of utilization of ap- We also depict certain external factors such as
plication packages in IS development as sources consensus about crises, ease of measurement,
of models and ideas and as reusable software-- and expected level of benefit/cost ratio (Hage,
forms of utilization which can take place quite 1980), which are not assumed to be dependent
independently. An application package can be on the four characteristics identified at the top
used as a source of ideas and models without of the figure, but are taken into account in order
using it as a software product in the realization to clarify our reasoning.
of the selected model, conversely IS models may
be genuinely originated, and if the originated The reasoning behind the influence of com-
model turns out to be sufficiently similar to an plexity and radicalness upon the implemen-
application package, the latter can be used in its tability of information systems is based on
implementation. We shall assume a combined Hage's theory. His interest is in production-
use in the following, however, in order to em- oriented radical innovations, which imply some-
phasize the difference between application thing new for the field and are quite rare events
package based and in-house developed infor- (Hage, 1980). Furthermore, he assumes radical
mation systems. innovations to be complex. This "extremest"

orientation naturally reduces the degree to
In principle, in-house developed information which his results can be generalized to our area
systems are not necessarily very original. The of information systems. We have used his theory
models may be borrowed and implementation as a source for our hypotheses, however, taking
may be based on the effective utilization of the position that this is a matter of degree, and
various types of reusable software. It is obvious, that Hage's theory is based on an extreme value
however, that the level of originality of in-house on the continuous scale of radicalness.
developed information systems must be statis-
tically higher than that of application package When transferred to the area of IS development,
based information systems. This can partly be Hage's theory includes the coexistence of politi-
explained by economic factors, in that in-house cal and rational aspects of IS design and im-
development is used when a unique system is re- plementation (Franz and Robey, 1984; Kling
quired to fit the specific needs of an organiza- and Iacono, 1984), both aspects being operative
tion, whereas if a more standardized system is simultaneously. The political side is described
acceptable, there are considerable economic on the left and the rational side on the right. It
reasons for using application packages. also includes certain features of the cultural-

systems perspective (Markus, 1979) in its em-
phasis on the experimentation required during
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Characteristics of an Information System
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implementation to change people's perceptions Cognitive and committal influence
of the proper way of doing things, whether be- and the extent of implementation
cause of psychological factors, prior training or
organizational experience. This impact is expressed in the form of five

hypotheses:
The main change compared with Hage's theory
is the incorporation of the level of originality in Hypothesis 1. The level of originality has a
the framework. Generalizing from the discus- direct positive influence on
sion of Pelz and Munson (1982), we assume that the uncertainty related to the
for original information systems of substantial IS development
complexity, requiring more extensive design, it
is important that there should be sufficient or-
ganizational support to ensure the survival of This hypothesis is based on the obvious assump-

the system to the implementation phase. The tion that the assessability of an information sys-

design process also increases commitment to the tem of low originality is greater than for one of

system within the organization. From that point higher originality. Earlier experience regarding

onwards the reasoning largely follows Hage. the costs and impact of the system is usually
available, and particularly in the case of ap-
plication packages there are good opportunities

There is a need for more extensive experimen- for experimenting with the system during the
tation during implementation in the case of design phase.
complex, radical and original information sys-
tems than for less complex, radical or original Hypothesis 2. The level of originality has a
ones. In Figure 1 the design is assumed to direct negative influence on
reduce the uncertainty related to the IS develop- commitment to the infor-
ment concerning the system, its consequences,
benefits and costs, etc. The increased knowledge mation system.

obtained can be expected to be beneficial from
the implementation viewpoint as well as com- This hypothesis is a direct corollary of
mittally (Brunson, 1982). An existing consensus Hypothesis 1 and our assumption that uncer-
and organizational support will facilitate the ac- tainty is negatively related to commitment.

tual experimentation, which usually increases Hypotheses 1 and 2 together point to one of the
the commitment due to the greater costs sunk in major reasons for believing that information
the IS development project. systems based on application packages are easier

to institutionalize than in-house developed sys-
tems. There are also more indirect relation-
ships, however, which will be reviewed next.

Hypothesis 3. The level of originality has
The Impact of Originality upon the an indirect negative in-

Implementability of Information Systems fluence on the uncertainty
related to the IS development

Figure 1 suggests that the level of originality in-
fluences implementability through its cognitive This hypothesis is based on the assumption that
impact (uncertainty) and committal impact. increased originality means more extensive
Figure 1 also emphasizes that both IS design design, which can be assumed to reduce uncer-
and implementation require organizational sup- tainty.
port. lf this support is inadequate, the IS
development may be aborted during the design Hypothesis 4. The level of originality has
or implementation phase. From the viewpoint an indirect positive influence
of IS implementation the former implies a filter
effect suggesting that the most risky IS develop-

on the commitment to the in-

ment projects are aborted in their existing form, formation system.

i.e. totally terminated or modified to reduce the
risk before implementation, and the latter a risk Greater originality increases the need for design,
that the information system to be implemented and this design creates commitment both in the
may be abandoned during implementation, pos- financial sense (investments) and in the psycho-
sibly without a fair triaI. logical sense. This is particularly true in the case
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of those information systems which are able to the extent of design to the extent of implemen-
survive the design phase (cf. Hypothesis 6). tation required.

In the case of application packages it should be Hypothesis 5 proposes that, irrespective of the
observed that the design phase may include problems encountered, the implementation of a
financial obligations (e.g. the purchase of the given system may continue even though exces-
package) which means a considerable financial sive time and resources may be required; thatcommitment to the system. Assuming that the implementation cannot be regarded as suc-choice of the level of originality is based on a cessful. The theory underlying Figure 1 alsofinancial analysis, it seems safe to assume that makes it possible to predict situations in whichthese financial obligations do not exceed the the IS development project is aborted (in its
costs of design required in in-house develop- present form) during either the design or thement. implementation phase.

Hypotheses 3 and 4 potentially form one of the
major explanations for the difficulties encoun-
tered in the implementation of application The abortion influence
package intensive information systems. Due to
the short period of design there is a lot of uncer- The abortion influence includes cases in which
tainty related to the system, and its organiza- the IS development project is either totally ter-
tionaI implications in particular, regarding the minated or is aborted in its present form. The
relative costs and benefits, etc. There is not latter means that the governing idea of the in-
enough time for people to become accustomed formation system to be developed is discarded
and committed to the change implied by the IS during IS design and offset by a modified sys-
development. Both these explanations can be tem, usually of reduced complexity, radicalness
identified in the paper of Lynch (1984), who and originality; or that the information system
mentions as problems the lack of system analyst, selected for implementation is similarly modi-
programmer and user understanding of the ap- fied at this stage.
plication package upon the commencement of
implementation, and the difficulty of establish- Hypothesis 6. The level of originality has a
ing a relationship between the users and the positive influence on the
technical support staff in the short space of time number of IS development
required for application package implementa- projects aborted or modifiedtion. The work of Keen, et al.,(1982) partially during the design phase.supports these explanations in that they note in
the case of common systems that a crash stra-
tegy, even though leading to rapid installation of The central assumption underlying this
a system, makes its institutionalization more dif- hypothesis is the positive relationship between
ficult. the extent of design and the organizational sup-

port required. Even though the design itself in-
creases commitment directly and indirectly via

Hypotheses 1 -4 describe the influence of the increased certainty and in that way increases or-level of originality upon the implementability of ganizational support, we do not expect this posi-information systems in the sense that the im- tive feedback to offset the increased support re-plementation may turn out to be very difficult quired initially. This is true especially at theand problematic, requiring time and energy. early stages of design, when the uncertainty isThis can be summarized in Hypothesis 5. greatest and the commitment lowest, while in
the later stages the reinforcing influence of theHypothesis 5. The level of originality has a design process becomes more important. This

mixed positive and negative leads us to the corollary 1.
influence on the extent of
implementation required Corollary 1. The rate of abortion of IS

development projects due to

This hypothesis is described in Figure 1 as a the Ievel of originality is
direct positive relationship between the level of greater in the earlier stages
originality and the extent of implementation re- of the design phase than in
quired; and indirectly as a negative arrow from the later stages.
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Hypothesis 6 is important from our viewpoint of The Modifying Influence of Complexity,
the comparative implementability of in-house Radicalness and Expected Level
developed vs. application package based infor-
mation systems, since it suggests that there is a

of the Benefit/Cost Ratio
filter effect in the design of original information
systems. Information systems which are able to The analysis in the two previous sections was
survive the design phase must have a con- based on the omission of other factors poten-
siderable commitment, enabling the extensive tially influencing the impact of the level of
experimentation required for a fair trial of the originality upon the implementability of infor-
system to take place. mation systems. In this section the ceteris

paribus assumption is partially relaxed by
taking into account the potential modifying ef-In more concrete terms, Hypothesis 6 implies fect of complexity, radicalness and the expected

that in the case of application package based in- level of the benefit/cost ratio.
formation systems, where the level of originality
is low and there is no need for extensive design,
and especially when even that minor need is ig- Figure 1 assumes that the extent of design re-
nored because of the "parachuting mentality" quired depends on complexity and originality in
(Keen, Bronsema and Zubott, 1982), all the pro- a multiplicative rather than an additive manner.
blems are encountered during the implementa- This reinforces the positive influence of the

tion phase. Consequently, the implementation level of originality upon the implementability of

phase is extremely critical in these systems. information systems according to Hypotheses 3
and 4.

Hypothesis 7a. The level of originality has a Hypothesis 8. The complexity of an infor-
mixed positive and negative mation system increases the

influence on the number of importance of the indirect
IS development projects negative influence of the
aborted or modified during level of originality on the un-
the implementation phase. certainty related to the IS

developnnent
The positive effect is based on Hypothesis 5,
that the level of originality directly increases the Hypothesis 9. The complexity of an infor-
extent of implementation required. This need is mation system increases the
partially offset by the more extensive design. importance of the indirect
The more extensive design also creates the com- positive influence of the level
mitment and support required for the fair trial of originality on commitment
of the system, but according to Hypothesis 2 the to the information system.level of originality has also a negative impact
upon commitment. Finally, there is the filter
effect of Hypothesis 6. Since both these hypotheses reduce the extent of

implementation required, they suggest that
The theory underlying Figure 1 does not suggest rapid implementation of an application-package
any answers concerning the net effect of the

based information system is a more feasible stra-

level of originality upon the number of IS tegy in relative terms in the case of small sys-
development projects aborted or modified tems than in the case of more complex systems,
during the implementation phase. We are, how-

as we anticipated in our introductory part
ever, inclined to conclude that the net effect is (Keen, et al., 1982; Kole, 1983).
negative.

The increased complexity also reinforces the fil-
ter effect:

Hypothesis 7b. The level of originality has a
negative influence upon the Hypothesis 10. The complexity of an infor-
number of IS development mation system increases the
projects aborted or modified positive influence of the level
during the implementation of originality on the number
phase. of IS development projects
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aborted or modified during ever, that when the ratio is expected to be high,
the design phase. there is motivation to implement the system, the

high motivation making it possible to reduce the
Hypotheses 8-10 combined imply that the im- extent and duration of the implementation re-

quired. Keen, et W., (1982) mention this as aplementability of complex application package major reason why the parachuting strategy suc-based information systems of a low degree of ceeded in four local units of an internationaloriginality is difficult compared with complex
systems developed in-house. Complexity fur- bank.
thermore directly increases the uncertainty and
thus the need for extensive implementation. We
have not made any assumptions as to whether FINAL COMMENTS
this influence is related to originality in a mul-
tiplicative or additive manner, and therefore we
do not have any specific hypotheses on whether We have put forward ten hypotheses regarding
or not complexity reinforces the influence of the the impact of the level of originality upon the
level of originality as expressed in Hypotheses 1, implementability and probability of implemen-
2,5 and 7. tation of information systems. The hypotheses

are theoretical, being derived from innovation
research in particular, but we have tried to il-Complexity has its own impact relationships lustrate them by means of the few case studieswith the implementability of information sys- available.tems, of course, but it is beyond the scope of this

paper to discuss them in any more detail (see
Iivari, 1986b). One cannot reach any absolute conclusions on

this basis regarding the relative implemen-
tability of in-house development vs. packageLike complexity, radicalness is assumed to inter- based information systems, but the resultsact with originality by increasing uncertainty clearly support Lynch's finding that applicationand reducing commitment, both of which in-

crease the extent of implementation. As in the packages have hidden costs and that their im-
case of complexity, we do not have any specific plementation is more difficult than one might
assumptions about the interaction relationship initially expect (Lynch, 1984).
between radicalness and originality, and there-
fore we cannot draw any specific conclusions The theoretical model proposed in this paper at-
regarding the potential reinforcing influence of tributes the difficulties to the short period of
radicalness in the case of Hypotheses 1-7. design in the case of application packages, im-

plying great uncertainty and a low level of com-
mitment upon the commencement of implemen-When radicalness is combined with complexity tation. Also, there is no filter effect during thethere is an additional factor, the higher pos- design. These adverse consequences are in prac-

sibility that IS development will turn out to be a tice accentuated by the prevalent "off the shelf"political process. In such a case it may be image of application packages and the
dominated by political considerations (Markus, „parachuting mentality" entailed in their im-1979, 1983; Markus and Pfeffer, 1983), so that plementation. This leads to the most evidentother factors may have quite a marginal role. practical conclusion of this paper, that more at-But particularly in this case of complex and tention should be paid to the design phase in theradical information systems, the filter effect of case of application package based IS develop-
Hypothesis 6 can be expected to be highly in- ment. More extensive design, including an
fluential, eliminating the most difficult IS analysis of the organizational setting, the re-development projects during the design phase. quirements placed upon the system, and the

available packages obviously has many positive
Finally, there is the expected benefit/cost ratio. effects as to the selection and acquisition of the
We have not made any assumption about the package, but it also has positive side-effects on
impact of the level of originality upon this ratio, implementation. As Lynch puts it: "When con-
since the influence obviously varies from case to sidering purchasing a package one must realize
case, neither do we have any specific assump- that some of what is gained by not doing the
tions about the interaction between the level of development (or design in terms Of this paper) is
originality and the level of the benefit/cost ratio given back in increased implementation costs,"
in the causal model in Figure 1. It is clear, how- (p. 234).
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